Online Training for Success in Population Health

Essentials of Care Management
15 Online Courses in the Learning Path
• Defining Care Management • Identifying
Candidates for Care Management • Managing
the Health of the Population • The Role of
Maslow's Hierarchy in Care Management
• Identifying Patients for Episodic Care
Management • Exchanging Data with Target
Facilities • Patient Assessment and Documentation for Episodic Care Management • Introduction
to Processes and Workflows • Identifying Patients
for Longitudinal Care Management • Enrollment,
Assessment, and Documentation for Longitudinal
Care Management • Developing Your Processes
and Workflows • Balancing Panel Size • Establishing the Patient Relationship • An Introduction to
Teach-Back and Motivational Interviewing
• Collaborative Care Plan Development

Online training for care managers
Essentials of Care Management is a comprehensive
learning path—a series of 15 courses—designed for
care managers in medical practices and clinically
integrated networks. Whether the care manager
is new to the position or needs additional training,
this learning path will boost value and enhance
effectiveness.
Over two decades, HealthTeamWorks has guided
more than 5,000 practices to achieve higher
quality care and financial sustainability. Our
hallmark is developing teams and training health
care organizations as they transform to meet new
policy, payment and delivery system demands.
It's challenging to find proven training from experts
with on-the-ground experience. HealthTeamWorks
is the training partner of choice for care management success.

Introductory pricing starts at just $849.
Pricing includes 12 months of access to 200+
Solutions Center resources (a $400 value).

What's included in this training:
zz Tools and templates for essential
care management
zz 15 online courses with interactive
activities
zz Feedback and guidance from
HealthTeamWorks experts
zz Certificate after completion
Do you have a team of care managers
that could benefit from comprehensive
care manager training? We offer a
range of flexible learning modes to set
the pace and schedule that’s right for
you. Call us to customize the training for
your organization.

Let's start the conversation
Contact Us • (303) 446-7200
solutions@healthteamworks.org

SEE HOW IT WORKS

Flexible learning! Choose your option.
Practical training, where and when you need it.

We coach practices every day, so we know your time is valuable. That’s why we’ve established
a range of learning modes so you can learn at your pace and convenience. Call us to design a
package to fit your unique training needs, budget and schedule.
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Gaining new skills as a solo learner? Access
materials 24/7 from your computer. Interactive
learning activities put knowledge into practical
exercises to apply training to what you do every
day. Feedback from HealthTeamWorks learning
faculty helps you stay on track.
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HealthTeamWorks is a national leader in face-toface training. Contact us to customize the training
that’s right for you. Minimum 8 participants required.

Blended
Combine any or all of the options to create the path
that best fits your needs.

Virtual
Training a team? Group training gets a boost with
webinar-based, hour-long learning sessions.
Minimum 8 participants required.
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